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ABSTRACT

Anisotropic plasma-enhanced atomic layer etching (ALE) requires directional ions with a well-defined ion energy to remove materials in a
highly selective and self-limiting fashion. In many plasma etching systems, the ion energy is controlled using radio-frequency (13.56 MHz)
sinusoidal waveform biasing. However, this yields ions with a broad energy distribution, while also inducing electron heating mechanisms
that can affect the ion flux. In this work, we report on precise ion energy control—independent of the ion flux—using low-frequency
(LF: 100 kHz) tailored bias voltage waveforms in a commercial remote plasma reactor. A prototype LF bias generator has been used to apply
tailored waveforms consisting of a positive voltage pulse and a negative linear voltage ramp. These waveforms yielded ions having narrow
energy distributions (7 ± 1 eV full-width-at-half-maximum) measured on dielectric SiO2 substrates for ion energies up to 200 eV in colli-
sionless Ar plasmas. The mono-energetic ions were used to etch SiO2 thin films by physical sputtering. In these sputter etch experiments,
the ability to accurately control the ion energy in the <100 eV range is demonstrated to allow for a more precise determination of sputter
thresholds, which serve as valuable input for the design of novel ALE chemistries. The feasibility of performing anisotropic plasma etching
using LF tailored waveform biasing was established by etching a SiO2 layer on a 3D trench nanostructure. The potential merits of this tech-
nique for the field of atomic scale processing are discussed.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0028033

I. INTRODUCTION

As critical dimensions in semiconductor devices approach a
few nanometers, there is an urgent need for atomic scale processing
techniques offering high selectivity and precise thickness control.1,2

Atomic layer etching (ALE) is one such technique that enables
material removal with atomic scale precision.3,4 It consists of two
or more sequential surface reaction steps where at least one of the
steps is self-limiting in nature. At its core, etching means the
removal of atoms from any given material by bond dissociation,
which involves overcoming an energy barrier called the binding
energy.3,5 In the initial step of an ALE cycle, the aim is to weaken
the binding energy between the surface and bulk atoms of a target
material so that it becomes easier to remove the surface atoms.
This is achieved by exposing the material to reactive species (e.g.,
plasma radicals, precursor gas molecules, etc.) that form a modified

surface region preferably through self-limiting chemical reac-
tions.3,4,6 In anisotropic plasma-enhanced ALE, the modified
surface region is removed in the next step of the ALE cycle using
energetic and directional ions.3,4 Self-limitation is ensured by oper-
ating in a process window, where the incident ions have enough
energy to remove the modified surface region but not the underly-
ing bulk. Energetic ions dissociate the relatively weak bonds
between the modified surface and the underlying bulk, while simul-
taneously inducing chemical reactions that create volatile reaction
products. Removal of materials in this manner has been termed as
chemical sputtering (or chemically enhanced etching),7,8 whereby
the impinging ions have an energy above a threshold known as the
chemical sputter etch threshold, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). When
the ion energy is high enough to break bonds in the unmodified
bulk, atoms are physically displaced from their equilibrium posi-
tions and can eventually be ejected from the target material. This
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the etch per cycle of a target material as a function of the ion energy during anisotropic plasma-enhanced atomic layer etching
(ALE). The ALE window and respective sputter etch thresholds are indicated. (b) Schematic representation of the ion flux-energy distribution functions (IFEDFs) for different
bias voltage waveforms applied to a substrate during plasma exposure. The area under the curves and hence the ion flux is the same for all IFEDFs. The IFEDFs (shape
and FWHM) have been based on data below 100 eV reported in this work and in Ref. 13. (c) ALE windows (in eVs) of different materials shown in a plot of the etch per
cycle vs the ion energy. Hypothetical examples of selectivity windows (in eVs) for the ALE of one material with respect to another are also indicated for the same Cl2
plasma-based surface modification. Adapted using data from Refs. 3 and 13.
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type of material removal is known as physical sputtering for which
the threshold [Fig. 1(a)] is approximately a factor of 5 to 10 higher
than the binding energy (2 to 12 eV) of a material,5,9,10 since the
energy delivered by an impinging ion gets dissipated in a collision
cascade.3,10,11 Therefore, etch control with atomic scale precision
requires the impinging ion flux to have a well-defined energy lying
between the chemical and physical sputter etch thresholds of a
target material [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Data on such ALE windows
for the same ALE chemistry recently reported by Kanarik et al. are
given in Fig. 1(c).12 For example, anisotropic plasma ALE of Ge
(using a Cl2 plasma for surface modification) has been reported to
have an ALE window of only 10 eV in width and a physical sputter
etch threshold of 30 eV.12 These low values exemplify the need for
precise control over the energy distribution of ions during aniso-
tropic plasma ALE.

In a typical remote, inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching
system, the ion energy has been traditionally controlled by applying
a radio-frequency (RF: 13.56MHz) sinusoidal bias voltage waveform
to the substrate undergoing plasma exposure.7 However, this gener-
ates a time-varying plasma sheath that is known to yield ion fluxes
having broad and bimodal energy distributions [Fig. 1(b)].14,15

Therefore, the ions impinging on a material surface have a range of
energies instead of a single value. Such ions can lead to undesired
scenarios; for instance, the ion energy exceeding the physical sputter
etch threshold of a target material results in a contribution of a phys-
ical sputter etching component and consequently, compromised etch
control. Furthermore, the use of high frequency RF bias voltages
often entails electron heating mechanisms that do not allow for
controlling the ion energy independent of the ion flux.16–19 This
calls for the use of low-frequency (LF: kHz) bias voltages, which,
however, yield ion fluxes with even broader energy distributions
when the bias waveform remains sinusoidal [Fig. 1(b)].13

The ability to selectively remove one material with respect to
another is an additional requirement for anisotropic plasma
ALE.3,4,20 Consequently, there also exists a selectivity window in
terms of the ion energy for removing only the targeted material by
anisotropic plasma ALE, as listed in Fig. 1(c) for hypothetical
examples.12 For instance, the lower limit of the ALE window for Si
is observed to be at 40 eV, while that for GaN occurs at 50 eV.12

Selective removal of Si with respect to GaN by anisotropic plasma
ALE, therefore, requires the incident ions to have an energy distri-
bution lying within a narrow window of only 10 eV. Such a narrow
energy window again illustrates the need for precise ion energy
control that simply cannot be achieved when using RF sinusoidal
waveform biasing.

Applying a specific tailored (i.e., non-sinusoidal) voltage wave-
form on a dielectric substrate has been reported to generate a time-
independent sheath voltage that can yield ions with a narrow,
mono-modal energy distribution [Fig. 1(b)]. Wang and Wendt22

were the first to demonstrate tailored waveform biasing based on
which similar results were also reported by Kudlacek et al.21 Both
studies reported measurements of the time-independent sheath vol-
tages using home-built equipment in laboratory scale remote
plasma reactors.21,22 Only simulated ion flux-energy distribution
functions (IFEDFs) were reported for dielectric substrates.21,22

Tailored waveform biasing in parallel plate capacitively coupled
plasma (CCP) reactors has also been reported by other groups.23,24

In such reactors where the bias voltage sustains the plasma, ion
energy control was performed using the electrical asymmetry effect,
which has been reviewed in detail by Economou.25 Precise ion
energy control with tailored waveform biasing is yet to be employed
in the field of atomic scale processing.

In this work, we report on accurate control of the ion energy,
independent of the ion flux, by means of LF (100 kHz) tailored bias
voltage waveforms applied on dielectric substrates. Precise ion
energy control was demonstrated using an industrial scale
(200 mm) commercial remote ICP FlexAL reactor from Oxford
Instruments retrofitted with a prototype LF tailored voltage wave-
form generator from Prodrive Technologies B.V. The technique
was used to etch dielectric thin films on planar and 3D substrates
to demonstrate its applicability in materials processing. The results
of this work report direct measurements of well-defined IFEDFs on
dielectric substrates generated with LF tailored waveform biasing.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Setup

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the Oxford Instruments FlexAL
system used for conducting all the experiments in this work. A
base pressure in the reactor chamber of ∼10−6 Torr was obtained
using a turbo pump. A butterfly valve in front of the turbo pump
controlled the effective pumping speed and functioned as an auto-
mated pressure controller (APC). A remote inductively coupled

FIG. 2. Schematic of the Oxford Instruments FlexAL system equipped with sub-
strate biasing. During plasma exposure, a substrate placed on the substrate
table can be grounded or biased using two configurations—either using RF
sinusoidal waveform biasing or using low-frequency (LF: 100 kHz) tailored wave-
form biasing. An oscilloscope connected via a high-voltage probe to the sub-
strate table allowed measurement of instantaneous bias voltage waveforms
developing on the substrate. A gridded retarding field energy analyzer (RFEA)
mounted on top of dielectric substrates (Si wafer with 450 nm thermal SiO2

surface layer) allowed measurement of ion flux-energy distribution functions
(IFEDFs) during plasma exposure.
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plasma (ICP) was used with Ar as the plasma gas. The plasma was
generated by flowing 25 SCCM of Ar gas through the dielectric
alumina tube and applying a radio-frequency (RF: 13.56MHz)
power of 200W to the copper coil that was wrapped around the
dielectric tube. The APC valve was kept fully open (at 90°), leading
to a low chamber pressure of about 3 mTorr during plasma expo-
sure, which can be considered to yield collisionless plasma
sheaths.15

An additional external RF power supply (13.56MHz, up to
100W) was connected to the substrate table that allowed RF sinus-
oidal waveform biasing experiments to be conducted during Ar
plasma exposure. Both RF power sources were in phase with each
other and connected to the system via automated matching units
(AMUs) consisting of inductive and capacitive components. When
experiments with tailored waveform biasing were performed in the
FlexAL system, the RF sinusoidal waveform bias generator and its
AMU were disconnected from the substrate table. Subsequently, a
prototype low-frequency (LF: 100 kHz) tailored voltage waveform
generator, designed and built by Prodrive Technologies B.V., was
retrofitted to the substrate table of the FlexAL system. The proto-
type LF tailored voltage waveform generator consisted of compact
power electronics components and did not make use of the bulky
coil inductors and vane/vacuum capacitors found in the AMU of
the RF sinusoidal waveform biasing equipment.

B. Sputter etching on planar substrates

The substrates used for physical sputter etching experiments
were single side polished (SSP) c-Si (100) wafers having a thick
(∼450 nm) thermal oxide layer (i.e., SiO2). The film thicknesses of
the SiO2 layers before and after physical sputter etching using Ar
ions were measured by means of an in situ spectroscopic ellipsome-
ter (SE) from J.A. Woollam Co. The optical model used for the SE
measurements consisted of a Si substrate and a thermal SiO2 layer
parameterized with a Cauchy dispersion relation.26 A sputter etch
time of 10 min was used for each ion energy. The measurements
were repeated several times to check for reproducibility.

C. Ion flux and ion energy measurement

A commercial, gridded retarding field energy analyzer (RFEA,
Semion) from Impedans Ltd. was used to measure IFEDFs. The
RFEA was placed on top of the dielectric SiO2 substrates investi-
gated in this work. The RFEA was capable of measuring the time-
averaged surface potential of the dielectric SiO2 substrates biased
with RF sinusoidal or LF tailored voltage waveforms. This feature
of the RFEA enabled accurate measurement of the IFEDFs on
dielectric SiO2 substrates during Ar plasma exposure with sub-
strate biasing. The RFEA had a resolution of 1 eV for measuring
ion energies. Therefore, the data on full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of IFEDFs reported in this work have a measurement
uncertainty of ±1 eV. The ion flux was calculated using the effec-
tive grid transmission factor reported in the literature for an
RFEA consisting of four grids (50% ion transmission for each grid)
terminated by a collector plate.27,28 The ion flux values reported in
this work were assigned an uncertainty of ±23% in line with the
uncertainty reported in the literature for the ion flux measured
using such a gridded RFEA.15,27–29

D. Sputter yield calculation

The sputter yields of SiO2 were calculated using the formula
S ¼ zρ/Γi, where S is the sputter yield (atoms/ions), z is the etch
rate (m/s), ρ is the atomic density (atoms/m3), and Γi is the ion
flux (ions/m2 s).30 The atomic density of SiO2 was calculated using
a mass density of 2.2 g/cm3 and a mean atom mass of 20.03 u.31

The etch rate was calculated using the formula z ¼ Δd/t, where Δd
is the change in film thickness (m) after sputter etching and t is the
sputter etch time (s). Any z values reported below zero likely arise
from surface roughening by impinging ions. The uncertainty in Δd
was obtained from the error in film thickness measurements
(0.02 nm) when using the spectroscopic ellipsometer. The uncer-
tainty in the ion energy values used to determine z was based on
the energy spread measured for the FWHM of IFEDFs. The uncer-
tainty in t was assigned a value of 4 s considering human error in
starting and stopping the plasma step for sputter etching. These
values were used to calculate the uncertainties (or error bars in
graphs) for S and z, respectively.

E. Sputter etching on 3D substrates

3D trench nanostructures (width ∼100 nm, height ∼450 nm,
AR = 4.5:1) were analyzed by cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL ARM 200F scanning TEM
equipped with a 100 mm2 SDD Energy Dispersive x-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX) detector. These 3D nanostructures were
created by first depositing a thick SiO2 film on a Si wafer using
PECVD which was subsequently etched into trench structures.32

The SiO2 trench structures were then coated with a SiNx layer
using high-temperature CVD, on which a 5 nm SiO2 layer was
deposited using ALD. Coupons containing these trench nanostruc-
tures were prepared and provided by Lam Research. Two samples
for cross-sectional TEM bright-field imaging were prepared from
these trench coupons, one with an as-deposited SiO2 layer and one
after the SiO2 layer underwent a 60 min physical sputter etch
step using energetic (100 ± 3 eV) Ar ions generated by LF tailored
waveform biasing. The samples consisted of a thin lamella
(∼100 nm) prepared by a focused ion beam (FIB) using standard
lift-out preparation procedures. The sample used for TEM
imaging after sputter etching was coated with a layer of spin-on
epoxy (i.e., carbon) to fill the gaps in the trenches in order to
protect the outermost layer from curtaining damage during
sample preparation by FIB milling. The bright, circular patches
observed near the bottom of this image are an artefact of the
spin-on epoxy fill. To prevent this artefact, the sample used for
TEM imaging the as-deposited 3D substrate was filled with an
alternate protective coating of platinum formed by electron beam
induced deposition (EBID) prior to FIB milling. Scanning TEM
combined with EDX was used to study the chemical composition
of the materials in the trench nanostructures.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show how the use of RF sinusoidal
voltage waveforms for substrate biasing in a collisionless Ar
plasma generated broad, bi-modal IFEDFs. On the other hand,
the application of LF tailored voltage waveforms resulted in
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narrow, mono-modal IFEDFs [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The tailored
waveform consisted of a time-varying negative voltage (i.e., a
linear voltage ramp) followed by a positive voltage pulse. When
substrates with dielectric surface layers (e.g., Si wafers with a
450 nm thermal SiO2 used in this work) are biased using LF tail-
ored voltage waveforms, the slope of the negative voltage ramp
needs to be optimized to compensate the rate of surface charging
due to positive ion impingement.21,22 The sheath voltage remains
constant under this condition yielding a narrow, mono-modal
IFEDF. The subsequent positive voltage pulse attracts electrons
toward the substrate which then discharge the surface. The mea-
sured FWHM of the IFEDFs on dielectric substrates biased using
tailored voltage waveforms was about 6 or 7 ± 1 eV, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). This is comparable to the FWHM of 6 ± 1 eV for the
mono-modal IFEDF measured on a grounded substrate. Such
mono-modal IFEDFs are typically reported for a grounded sub-
strate exposed to an inductively coupled discharge, where the
IFEDFs can have an FWHM of up to about 10 eV (depending

on pressure, parasitic capacitance, etc.).13,15,33 The obtained
results demonstrate how LF tailored waveform biasing generates
a flux of ions with a low energy spread, thereby enabling precise
ion energy control.

The ion energy could be enhanced for both RF sinusoidal and
LF tailored waveform biasing by increasing the amplitude of the
respective voltage waveforms. The FWHM of IFEDFs for RF biased
substrates increased linearly with the bias voltage amplitude,
whereas the FWHM for LF tailored waveform biasing remained at
7 ± 1 eV [Fig. 4(a)]. This value lies well within the narrow ALE
windows of, for example, 10 and 20 eV for Ge and Si [Fig. 1(b)],12

respectively. Such narrow IFEDFs ensure that the ion flux imping-
ing on a surface is efficiently utilized for complete removal of only
the modified surface layer [i.e., no incomplete or bulk etching com-
ponents, Fig. 1(a)], thereby enabling both self-limiting surface reac-
tions and a higher throughput for ALE.3,10,34 In addition, the
7 ± 1 eV wide IFEDFs could potentially enable new selective aniso-
tropic plasma ALE processes by exploiting narrow selectivity

FIG. 3. (a) and (c) Substrate voltage as a function of time and (b) and (d) ion flux-energy distribution functions (IFEDFs) for grounded and biased SiO2 substrates in an
Ar plasma generated using 200 W remote plasma source power and 3 mTorr pressure. Substrate biasing was performed using (a) and (b) radio-frequency (13.56 MHz)
sinusoidal voltage waveforms with varying amplitudes and (c) and (d) low-frequency (100 kHz) tailored voltage waveforms with varying voltage pulse amplitudes at a cons-
tant voltage ramp. The legends provide values for the ion energy at the peak of the IFEDFs, Ei ,peak (indicated by dashed lines).
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windows [e.g., 10 eV selective ALE window of Si with respect to
GaN, Fig. 1(b)].12

It has been reported that substrate biasing using RF sinusoidal
voltage waveforms generate rapidly oscillating plasma sheaths,

which can cause electron heating.16–19 Such electron heating mech-
anisms can influence the plasma properties (e.g., mean electron
temperature, plasma density), which, in turn, can cause the ion flux
to vary as a function of the ion energy, as shown in Fig. 4(b).16–19

The LF tailored bias voltage waveforms used in this work did not
cause any electron heating, demonstrating ion energy control inde-
pendent of the ion flux [Fig. 4(b)].

To implement LF tailored waveform biasing in materials pro-
cessing, energetic Ar ions obtained with this technique were used
to etch thin films of thermal SiO2 by physical sputtering. The etch
rates were determined from the change in film thickness as mea-
sured by in situ SE. Physical sputter yields calculated from these
etch rates are shown in Fig. 5 and compared to values reported in
the literature.30,31,35–49 The figure illustrates that sputter yields for
SiO2 have been frequently reported in the literature at high ion
energies (�100 eV) where there is fairly good agreement between
the different datasets. However, experimental data on sputter yields
at low energies (<100 eV) near the sputter etch threshold are com-
paratively less abundant. The results of this work demonstrate that
ions with narrow IFEDFs generated by LF tailored waveform
biasing can be used to obtain accurate experimental data on physi-
cal sputter yields at low ion energies. Furthermore, physical sputter
etch thresholds are generally reported in the literature by extrapo-
lating the physical sputter yields measured at high ion energies to
the low energy range using empirical models.11 Any variations in
fitting parameters of the empirical models used during extrapola-
tion consequently lead to variations in the values of the extrapo-
lated thresholds. For instance, the physical sputter etch threshold of
SiO2 has been reported to range between 30 and 50 eV.31 In this
work, a physical sputter etch threshold of 36 ± 2 eV for SiO2 was
determined from a plot of the sputter etch rates below 100 eV mea-
sured as a function of the ion energy (Fig. 5, inset). This result
demonstrates that experimental data on physical sputter etch

FIG. 4. (a) Full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and (b) total ion flux for ion
flux-energy distribution functions (IFEDFs) in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) expressed as a
function of the ion energy at the peak of the IFEDFs, Ei,peak . The lines serve as
a guide to the eye.

FIG. 5. Physical sputter yields of SiO2 using Ar ions reported in this work and in the literature.
30,31,35–49 The ion flux-energy distribution functions (IFEDFs) were generated

by applying low-frequency tailored waveform biasing to substrates exposed to an Ar plasma at 200 W remote plasma source power and 3 mTorr pressure. The inset shows
the physical sputter etch rate of SiO2 as a function of the ion energy. Etch rates above zero were fitted using a straight line after which the physical sputter etch threshold,
Ei ,th, of SiO2 was determined from the horizontal intercept of the fitted line.
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thresholds can be obtained using LF tailored waveform biasing.
Such data can, for example, be used to delineate the upper ion
energy limit of ALE windows (Fig. 1), which is a prerequisite for
designing novel anisotropic plasma ALE chemistries.

Anisotropic plasma etching by means of LF tailored waveform
biasing was also investigated on a three-dimensional (3D) substrate
that consisted of trench nanostructures (aspect ratio 4.5:1) having a
∼5 nm thick outermost layer of SiO2 as shown in Fig. 6(a). This 3D
substrate was exposed to a collisionless Ar plasma where the energy
of directional ions was enhanced to 100 ± 3 eV (i.e., well beyond
the physical sputter etch threshold of SiO2) with LF tailored wave-
form biasing. The energetic and directional ion bombardment led
to physical sputter etching of the ALD-prepared SiO2 only from
the horizontal trench surfaces at an etch rate of ∼0.05 nm/min.
This caused the SiO2 layer thickness to decrease to ∼2 nm only at
the horizontal top and bottom regions of the trench [Figs. 6(b)
and 6(c)]. Note that the etch rate of the thermal SiO2 on a blanket
wafer (Fig. 5) had a comparatively higher value of ∼0.13 nm/min
for the same ion energy. The thickness of the SiO2 layer was
observed to locally increase at the vertical sidewalls at the top
(∼11 nm) and bottom (∼9 nm) regions in Fig. 6(b). It is speculated
that this could arise from redeposition of SiO2 on the vertical side-
walls.35 The results of Fig. 6 where the SiO2 thickness decreased
only at horizontal trench regions effectively demonstrate that
mono-energetic ions generated with LF tailored waveform biasing
can perform anisotropic etching on 3D substrates. Therefore, LF
tailored waveform biasing can be used to conduct anisotropic
plasma ALE, which will be investigated in future work.

IV. CONCLUSION

LF tailored waveform biasing during collisionless plasma
exposure enabled precise ion energy control, independent of the
ion flux, on dielectric substrates. The use of a prototype LF tailored
voltage waveform generator in a remote plasma reactor yielded ions
with narrow and mono-modal IFEDFs (7 ± 1 eV FWHM). The
capability of this technique to accurately control the ion energy was
demonstrated in sputter etching experiments. Using ions with a
well-defined energy for physical sputter etching enables experimen-
tal measurement of the sputter yields at low energies (<100 eV)
and etch thresholds, where the measured thresholds serve as vital
input for designing new plasma ALE chemistries. LF tailored wave-
form biasing was also used to conduct anisotropic plasma etching
on 3D substrates. The sputter etching results obtained on planar
and 3D substrates demonstrate that this technique can be imple-
mented in materials processing. Tailored waveform biasing offers
numerous opportunities for advancing other (selective) atomic
scale processing techniques. Ions with low ion energies and narrow
IFEDFs may be used for atomic scale cleaning, for example, selec-
tive removal of ultrathin native oxide or damaged surface layers
with respect to the underlying material.3,10,50,51 Mono-energetic
ions can also allow for topographically selective deposition on
3D substrates,52–54 which is the deposition counterpart of
selective anisotropic etching. Recently, ion energy control during
plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition (ALD) with RF sinusoi-
dal waveform biasing has been demonstrated to enable control over
the growth and material properties of thin films.53,55–58 Using the

FIG. 6. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of 3D trench nanostructures (aspect ratio 4.5:1), where the outermost layer consists of a SiO2 thin
film (a) as-deposited and (b) after physical sputter etching using 100 ± 3 eV ions generated by applying low-frequency (100 kHz) tailored waveform biasing to the substrate
in an Ar plasma at 200 W remote plasma source power and 3 mTorr pressure. (c) Energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) mapping of oxygen for the TEM image shown in (b).
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narrow, mono-modal IFEDFs generated by LF tailored waveform
biasing could offer even better control over the growth and proper-
ties. Further investigation on the different aspects of tailored wave-
forms (e.g., frequency, pulse duty cycle, etc.), IFEDFs in reactive
molecular plasmas, and atomic scale processing with LF tailored
waveform biasing will be reported in future publications.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for datasets corresponding to
the ion flux-energy distribution functions (IFEDFs) shown in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(d).
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